
The Presenter’s Guide to Integrating  
Effective Animation into Presentations
An exploration into the benefits, pitfalls, and best practices 
around integrating presentation animation.
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4WHY ANIMATION IS IMPORTANT: THE DATA SHOWS IT

The impact of animation comes down  
to how it affects a presentation. 

Even against a backdrop of appealing text and engaging 
images, animation captures an audience’s attention.  
Where everything else is static, animation breaks the  
plane and stimulates the senses.  
 
Its eye-catching appeal makes it the best tool  
for improving engagement and comprehension.
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In a study by the Harvard Department of Psychology 
Decision Science Laboratory, findings show people  
tend to characterize presentations with animation  
as quantifiably more “dynamic, visually compelling,  
and distinctive.”

These same respondents also rated presentations  
without animation poorly.
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In the context of the study, it raised  
the standard for the entire presentation. 

Respondents felt more informed and had a higher opinion  
of the presenter, citing them as “more knowledgeable,  
professional, effective, and organized.”
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As you can see, there’s a reason animation is now a standard in 
corporate presentations and no longer a taboo or tacky addition. 
 
When used properly, it can help an audience better understand 
new concepts and fight “presentation fatigue” by actively directing 
audiences to focus on important points for better information 
retention.

PowerPoint Animation Capabilities  
Most People Aren't Aware Of

RELATED: 
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9PRESENTATION ISSUES BY INDUSTRY

We’ve optimized a lot of presentations across 
several industries over the years. 

To provide a bit of context for this guide, we’ve highlighted 
what we’ve found to be weaknesses for presentations  
in four key segments.

Not in these industries?

Even if your company doesn't operate  
in any of these four industries, you can 
still garner valuable insights and make 
educated conclusions about presentaiton 
animation from the content in this chapter!

Technology & Software

Biotechnology & Pharmaceuticals

Finance & Banking

Healthcare/Medical Presentation Issues
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Tech/Software 
Presentation Issues

In large markets like tech/SaaS, 
companies have a hard time 
standing out. B2B Technology 
companies consistently struggle 
with developing a strong 
storyline in their presentations. 
This is usually due to their 
content being full of complex 
jargon. Companies in this sector 
also tend to struggle with 
making their visuals enticing 
to their audiences while also 
explaining how their  
software works.

Biotech/Pharma 
Presentation Issues

The pharmaceuticals sector  
has always had issues with stale 
graphics and data within their 
presentations. Data is generally 
very scientific and difficult to 
understand unless presented in 
a digestible way. What’s more, 
companies in this space typically 
don’t have a well-established 
brand or style, making it hard  
to stand out.

Finance/Banking 
Presentation Issues

Within the finance industry, 
presentations can quickly 
become bland and technical 
when you don’t understand  
the industry’s lingo. What’s 
more, finance presentations 
tend to have an overflow 
of content. Companies in 
this sector typically need a 
presentation that will connect 
quickly and easily  
with their clients.

Healthcare/Medical 
Presentation Issues

Healthcare presentations 
exhibit similar issues to biotech/
pharmaceutical presentations 
face: industry-specific language 
and data that’s hard for broader 
audiences to understand.  
They also lack powerful imagery 
to accompany the message, 
which provides an opportunity 
for viewers to lose interest  
more quickly.
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12HOW TO APPROACH ANIMATION

Integrating animation into presentations is not a golden ticket to 
more engaging presentations. The trick is to use it with purpose and 
discretion, otherwise it will only do more harm than good as it will 
confuse your audience instead of engaging them. 

To incorporate animation correctly, you need to follow  
a set of important guidelines.
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Know Your Audience

The subject matter of the presentation has a lot to do 
with where animation fits in. Apart from this, the level of 
animation used will vary depending on the audience. 

Take a look at a heavily animated presentation for Blizzard  
versus a simply-animated slideshow for USAA on the right.

As you can see, two completely different industries and 
audiences demand different approaches to animation.

Think about how the animation affects the message. 

In the Blizzard example, animation shows life and 
exuberance  
to illustrate the world-building concepts of the company.  
For USAA, animation acts as an exclamation point  
for every important fact presented. 

Both different, both effective.

13

COMPLEX ANIMATION (BLIZZARD)

BASIC ANIMATION (USAA)
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Create a storyboard (yes, even presentations need 
storyboards!).

Develop the content.

Sequence the slides.

Determine the key talking points.

1

2

3

4

Determine the Purpose

Animation should serve a purpose for the overall message.  
To understand its purpose, animations should come  
after you build your slides.  

The first four steps to creating an effective presentation are:

After building the framework and creating the 
content, then consider animation.

Where do you want your audience to look? What 
slides or content need extra emphasis?

Animation encourages focus, so use it within the 
greater context of the presentation to direct attention 
where it’s most-warranted.

Long story short: Content comes first.

14

Mastering animation means mastering 
“eye flow” and being able to control the 
engagement of your audience.

11 Guidelines for Creating Your Best Presentation
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Use “Motion Paths” to Your Advantage

PowerPoint motion paths are great tools when telling a story 
or explaining a process. Through motion paths, designers 
have the flexibility to walk an audience through different 
steps of a process. Here’s a great example of motion path 
use:

As you can see, motion paths are useful for text, objects or 
images. In addition, there’s plenty of room for creativity 
with the custom animation option.

Use motion paths to literally guide your audience from point 
to point. As a presenter, you’ll gain more control over the 
presentation’s pace and engagement.

Motion paths instill much-needed cadence to topics for 
incremental education.

15
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Don’t Overdo It

Think about animation like an exclamation point on the statement 
you’re making. If you write a paragraph and every sentence ends  
with an exclamation point, the punctuation loses its power.

(If everything is exciting, nothing is exciting!)

Animation emphasizes a great idea or caps off a bold statement.

Overusing it or getting too complex with how it’s featured  
is a recipe for chaos. People won’t know where to look,  
what to focus on, or what’s important. 

Keep it simple and organized.
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Continuity Is Key

The nature of animation should stay consistent throughout  
the entirety of the presentation. 

Consider it a part of your brand guidelines. Don’t deviate from 
the style you choose. Your audience will notice a “star wipe” in the 
middle of dissolving slides, just like they’ll notice if your simple 
animation suddenly becomes very complex.

Maintain animation consistency to avoid confusing people or detracting from the message.

If at any time during the presentation the 
animation becomes more of a focal point than 
the content, it’s time to reassess.

17

Brand Consistency Mistakes Brands Consistently Make
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Don’t Do “Defaults“

Consistency in style and intensity are important. It’s also  
critical not to let animation become monotonous. 

Using default animations over and over again are just as bad 
as using poor photos or bad text. If anything, it detracts from 
the message you’re trying to deliver.

The style may be consistent, but the way they affect your 
messaging should always complement the point  
you’re trying to make.

18HOW TO APPROACH ANIMATION

Why You Need Presentation Designers  
(not just graphic designers)
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Used right, animation is perhaps the most powerful 
tool at your disposal for designing a robust  
PowerPoint presentation.

It helps your messaging leap off the page, makes concepts 
more pronounced, and improves audience perception  
of the presentation as a whole. 

Presentations become more like movies, adding more 
stimuli for viewers to engage with.

Similarly, it can complement the core concepts you’re 
presenting, but only when used correctly.

Schedule a Free Presentation Consultation
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Ask yourself how engaging your presentation  
is from an audience standpoint. 

Is every slide a flat representation of information?  
Do the most important callouts of your deck get their due? 

If you find yourself struggling to stay focused or distinguish  
the key takeaways, your audience undoubtedly will, too. 

Sprinkle in some animation and watch its transformative effect.  
When done right, it’ll bring new appeal to your PowerPoint  
and get your message across in an undeniable way.

Ready to take your presentation 
to the next level?

Schedule a Free Presentation Consultation


